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but increase Mongolia’s imbalance of trade with its larger neighbour.

Historically the only competitor to China in the far eastern moose markets has been Singapore but the previously believed. This conclusion, which is the conclusion of a ten-year collaborative project, will have profound implications for the moose community as the gravitational field
“Let patients help. We are the most under-utilised resource in healthcare”

— Dave deBronkart, patient advocate
“Healthcare will only get better when we start talking about ‘patient expectations’ as though they are right to have them”
“The specialist told me not to do any internet searching. ‘Trust me’ he said. If I had taken either piece of advice, my little girl would be dead”

— Mother of paediatric oncology patient
“I no longer accept that I can find out more about the quality of the hospital café, than the surgeon operating on my daughter’s brain upstairs”

– Mother of paediatric patient
“Regulators go on about ‘protecting the public’.

I don’t need protecting from the shocking revelation that not all doctors are equal, or even adequate. Frankly, I need protecting from the fallacy that they ARE”

– Law student
“I’m more likely to die during the 4 hours driving to and from my four minute ‘your tests results were normal’ appointment, than from the perils of doing it by Skype”

– Rob, rural patient, 66